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VHF Radar at three longitudinal 
sites

Geographic and geomagnetic coordinates

EQUINOX March-April; Sept-Oct.

SUMMER Nov.-February.

WINTER May-August.



  

VHF Radar at three longitudinal 
sites



  VHF Radar Specifications

VHF Radar at three longitudinal 
sites



  

VHF radar parameters

Initial Time (TI, TP), Initial 
Altitude (HI, HP) and Peak 
Altitude (HPK) of plume 
parameters.



  

It is further found that the season of maximum occurrence of the bottom-type ESF over ROJ is 
summer-solstice while occurrence remains unaltered with season over CXI. Thus, the bottom-type ESF 
reveal varying degree of the occurrence characteristics with longitude.



  



  



  



  

Seasonal & No Solar dependence



  

 Onset altitude bottomside and plume parameters are linearly increasing with the 
solar flux. 

 Onset time for the parameters are linearly decreasing as a function of solar flux, 
which means the irregularities appear earlier when increasing the solar flux (from 
solar minimum to maximum).

 These behavior (linearly increasing/decreasing with F10.7) reflect the decisive role 
of PRPV whose magnitude and time has similar solar flux dependence (Abdu et al., 
1992; Fejer et al., 1999).

 The present study reveals the following seasonal characteristics: (1) the season of 
maximum % occurrence of ESF is summer-solstice (May-Aug for CXI and Nov-Feb 
for SLZ/ROJ) for all three stations, (2)  % of occurrence of ESF during these 
maximum occurrence seasons is smaller (grater) than 50% over CXI (SLZ/ROJ), 
(3) the season of maximum % occurrence of ESF with plume is summer-solstice for 
CXI/SLZ and is equinox for ROJ, (4) % of occurrence of plume during these 
maximum occurrence seasons is ~80% over SLZ, ~50% over ROJ and ~36% over 
CXI, (5) % occurrence of the bottom-type ESF shows seasonal dependence over 
SLZ/ROJ as compared to the no seasonal dependence over CXI.

 It is evident that the total % occurrence of ESF and plume during season of 
maximum occurrence is lowest over CXI and highest over SLZ.

Conclusions



  

Conclusions

 The declination effects in the occurrence of ESF with plume between SLZ and ROJ 
is reported by de Paula et al (2011) and Abdu et al (1981). However, with the 
inclusion of CXI, the present study shows that the similar declination effects are 
present over CXI which has declination angle, intermediate of SLZ and ROJ. 
Moreover, it is noted that the total ESF occurrence is maximum during summer-
solstice over all three stations. It indicates that it is the occurrence of ESF with 
plume, and not the total ESF occurrence, that is controlled by the declination angle. 

 The present comparative study over three equatorial stations suggests that for a 
given solar-flux and chosen season of maximum occurrence, the ionospheric 
conditions for the plume evolution, are most favorable over SLZ and comparatively 
less favorable over CXI while over ROJ, conditions are of intermediate 
characteristics. In other words, for any equatorial location located between SLZ and 
CXI, the bubble evolution characteristics should be between two extremes. This 
windowing may assist to forecast the ESF parameters (within certain band of 
tolerance) for a given equatorial station located between SLZ and CXI. For any 
chosen ESF parameter, three equations from three longitudinally separated 
stations, provide a possibility to obtain the value of the parameter for any longitude 
located between SLZ and CXI.  Such empirical relations for the ESF parameters 
allow to develop an empirical model which is important to study the  evolution of 
irregularities in different longitudinal sectors, for improving scintillation warning 
models.  



  

Data Analysis

In order to classify the geomagnetic conditions of 
the measurements we used the 3-hour 
Planetary K index (Kp). Each radar 
measurements was tagged with the value of 
Kp for the time of the measurement plus the 
previous 3 Kp values. We considered quiet-
time measurements to be those when none of 
the Kp values exceeded 3.

We used the quiet time echoes, for each season, 
to derive the occurrence rate of echoes. We 
found that, a good representation of 
irregularity occurrence is given by the 
number of echoes above 0 dB divided by the 
total number of observations. 

Our criterion is a good compromise between 
being able to identify the occurrence of 
spread F echoes and eliminate the effects of 
non-geophysical echoes caused by clutter.

Spring Equinox (March 2145 days), Summer 
Solstice (June 2145 days), Fall Equinox 
(September 2145 days) and Winter Solstice 
(December 2145 days). 



  

Local Sunset

Local Midnight

Time Variation of 
F-region echoes



  

300 km

200 km

Altitude Variation of
F-region echoes
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